Medieval Rope Drums

Battleproof!

Item-#: HT-RST-

Detailed information can be found at www.lefima.de

Medieval markets and contemporary re-enactment became very popular during the last decade. Remakes of clothing and arms acompany
replicas of musical instruments.
These medieval rope tension drums are principally
based on examples from the 12th century. They
have no rims and are tightened by leather tensioners. The shells are made from birch, one of the
best tonal woods ever.

Design features
waterproof bonded plywood shell in antique walnut, genuine hemp rope, genuine leather tensioners in antique appearance

Item-#

Shell/Bowl (Inch)

Shell/Bowl (cm)

Batter head

Snare head

Tension Screws

Leather tensioners

Weight (lbs / kg)

HT-RST-5010-M01

10" x 10"

25,4 x 25,4

Naturfell

-

-

7

1.0

HT-RST-5012-M01

12" x 12"

30,5 x 30,5

Naturfell

-

-

8

1.2

HT-RST-5014-M01

14" x 14"

35,5 X 35,5

Naturfell

-

-

10

1.3

HT-RST-5016-M01

16" x 16"

40,6 x 40,6

Naturfell

-

-

12

1.5
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Product Features
Leather tensioners
These tensioners are made
from genuine leather. Because of their unique design and
the roughened inside the
drums can be tuned opt...

Hemp rope
The rope is made from genuine
hemp, one of World’s the oldest
agricultural crops. Hemp and
flax have long been the most
important ...

Antique walnut
A special patina gives the
instruments that individuality
that breathes the mist of centuries. A touch of time.The
combinati...

Additional Equipment
Stretch Resistant Rope
This rope was developed for
highest loads and weather
resistance. It’s appearance is
similar to standard ropes in
different colour...

Stainless Carrying Rings
The pivotable rust-proof carrying rings adapt themselves to
the carrying slings.

Ring muffler
Lefima ring mufflers are made
from a specially foamed material, which due to an optimal
with regards to the head pressure balanced...

Shell Resonance Control
A special lining of the shell interior suppresses a specific resonance spectrum. This amplifies
the deep pitches and let the
drum ...

Tensioner Colours
Other tensioner colors are
available on request.

Rope Colours
Other rope colors are available
on request.

Accessories
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Rucksack Bag
Our soft-bags for drums are super padded and thus almost perform the task of cases. The surface material is resistant Kortexin™. W...
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Medieval markets and contemporary re-enactment became very popular during the last decade.
Remakes of clothing and arms acompany replicas of musical instruments.
These medieval rope tension drums are principally
based on examples from the 12th century. They have
no rims and are tightened by leather tensioners. The
shells are made from birch, one of the best tonal
woods ever.
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